What’s Up
October 2017

What’s Up
Constellations
In Mid October at
22:30

What’s Up
Planets – October 2017 (ephemeris for the 15

th

of the month)

Planet

Rises Culm Sets Mag

Comments

Mercury

07:55 13:05 18:15

-1

Mercury is transitioning from the morning to evening skies and
will not be viewable this month

-3.8

Venus appears in our morning skies this month and throughout
the rest of the year. It presents a wonderful sight for any early
birds and is now waxing towards full phase

Venus

05:26 11:31 17:36

Mars

04:55 11:09 17:24

1.8

Mars transitioned out of the evening sky and into the morning
sky on July 27th and is now climbing out of the glare of the
sunrise. It should be viewable in the east just before sunrise.

Jupiter

08:17 13:22 18:26

-1.5

Jupiter is not observable this month as it approaches solar
conjunction on the 26th

Saturn

12:57 16:54 20:52

0.5

Saturn out from dusk until mid-evening. Best viewed at nightfall
when it will be at its highest

Uranus

18:15 01:06 07:54

5.7

Rising not long after the Sun sets and remaining in the sky
throughout the night Uranus will be readily viewable this month

Neptune

16:59 22:17 03:40

7.8

Neptune is at opposition this month and will be up and viewable
for the majority of the night.

What’s Up
Smaller Bodies
Dwarf Planets
Pluto mag 14.3 in Sagittarius
Ceres mag 8.6 in Cancer
Asteroids
Iris mag 7.1 in Aries
Pallas mag 8.2 in Eridanus
Julia mag 9.8 in Pegasus
Flora mag 9.8 Gemini
Comets
C/2017 O1 ASASSN mag 8.0 in Perseus

What’s Up
Comets
C/2017 O1 ASASSN
Comet C/2017 O1 (ASASSN1) is
a long-period comet –
presumably from the Oort
Comet Cloud surrounding our
solar system.
An orbit analysis of this
celestial visitor indicates it will
be at perihelion, or closest to
the sun, on October 14th. It’ll
be closest to Earth on October
18th, passing distantly at about
67 million miles (108 million
km) from our planet.
Although comets are
unpredictable, recent
observations show that C2017
O1 has brightened. It is not
expected to become visible to
the unaided eye, but the comet
may reach a magnitude of
around 8 around the 16th
October so it’ll be well within
reach of binoculars and small
telescopes.

What’s Up
Meteor Showers
21st October
The Orionid Meteor
shower peaks on
the 21st October
when Earth is
passing through the
stream of debris left
behind by Comet
Halley.
This is a medium
strength shower
with a ZHR of 25
With the Moon only
2 days old this will
be a great year to
observe.

What’s Up
Conjunctions
24th October

Conjunction
between
Moon and
Saturn
FOV 6.5°
10x50
Binocular

What’s Up
Conjunctions
30th October

Conjunction
between
Moon and
Neptune
FOV 6.5°
10x50
Binocular

What’s Up
Observing Evenings
Next Scheduled Observing Evenings
Friday 20th or Saturday 21st Oct
Weather & Organiser availability
Permitting

At Albury
Moon’s age, 2/3 days

Please join us if you can

What’s Up
Events – October 2017
5th - 17th Oct
29th – 2nd Oct

Visible ISS Passes

5th Oct

Full Moon

12th Oct

Moon at Last Quarter

16th Oct

C/2017 O1 (ASASSN) reaches its brightest

16th Oct

Eris at Opposition

19th Oct

Uranus at Opposition

19th Oct

New Moon

20th or 21st Oct

GAS Members Observing Session

21st Oct

Orionid meteor shower ZHR 25 2 day old Moon

24th Oct

Close approach of the Moon and Saturn

26th Oct

Jupiter at solar conjunction

27th Oct

Moon at first Quarter

30th Oct

Close approach of the Moon and Neptune

2nd Nov

GAS Meeting

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
Almach - Gamma Andromedae
Double Star in Andromeda
One of the best double stars in the sky Almach
has two components the brighter is golden
yellow the other blue. Easily within the reach
of even a modest scope it can be split with as
little as 50x magnification but looks best at
100x or more

Suggested Objects
NGC 404
Mirach's Ghost - Galaxy in Andromeda
A faint fuzzy galaxy that lies close to Mirach the
second brightest star in Andromeda. It can be
mistaken for a ghostly internal eyepiece reflection
of Mirach which has led to its name.

Suggested Objects
Messier 2
Globular Cluster in Aquarius
M2 is a nice globular star cluster. Located in Aquarius
to the north of Beta Aqr, M2 appears as a 7th
magnitude fuzzy star in binoculars and small
telescopes. A 6-inch scope will resolve many of the
stars, larger apertures and a night of good seeing will
allow you to resolve stars all the way to the rich core.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
12 Lyncis
Triple Star in Lynx
A lovely triple star system the three components form
a tight group. Magnitudes are 5.3, 6.0 and 7.2 with a
nice colour contrast, the primary appears pale yellow,
with a pale blue secondary hugging it. The tertiary is a
dull orange. Splitting this the primary and secondary is
an excellent test for telescopes optics and collimation.

Suggested Objects
Abell 426 -Perseus galaxy
cluster
Galaxy Cluster in Perseus
The Perseus galaxy cluster (Abell 426) is a
rich cluster containing over 500 members
centred on the large elliptical galaxy NGC
1275. Also known as Perseus A.

Only 5-6 members of the cluster are visible in
amateur scopes and then only in large aperture
scopes in very good conditions but Perseus A itself
although small and faint is within reach of an 8”
Newtonian even in the light polluted skies of the
south-east

Suggested Objects
M15
Globular Cluster in Pegasus
A bright and densely packed globular cluster M15 can be
found in line with the two stars that form Pegasus head.
Easily visible in binoculars and small scopes larger
instruments will reveal individual stars.

Suggested Objects
HGC 92/Arp 319 Stephan’s Quintet
Galaxy Cluster in Pegasus
Stephen’s Quintet is, not surprisingly, a group of
five faint galaxies occupying an area of 4 arc
minutes in Pegasus. Four of these are in a
physical association and will probably end in a
galactic merger.

Suggested Objects
Messier 71
Globular Cluster in Sagitta
A loosely packed globular cluster which lacks a
dense centre and was long thought to be a
densely packed open cluster however modern
photometric photometry has confirmed that it
is a relatively young globular cluster.

What’s Up
In the news

Cassini spacecraft makes final plunge
into Saturn

A thrilling epoch in
the exploration of
our solar system
came to a close
today, as NASA’s
Cassini spacecraft
made a fateful plunge
into the atmosphere
of Saturn, ending its
13-year tour of the
ringed planet.
Telemetry received during the plunge indicates that, as expected, Cassini entered Saturn’s atmosphere with
its thrusters firing to maintain stability, as it sent back a unique final set of science observations. Loss of
contact with the Cassini spacecraft occurred at 12:55 GMT, with the signal received by NASA’s Deep Space
Network antenna complex in Canberra, Australia.
Cassini’s plunge brings to a close a series of 22 weekly “Grand Finale” dives between Saturn and its rings, a
feat never before attempted by any spacecraft.
As planned, data from eight of Cassini’s science instruments was beamed back to Earth. Mission scientists
will examine the spacecraft’s final observations in the coming weeks for new insights about Saturn,
including hints about the planet’s formation and evolution, and processes occurring in its atmosphere.

What’s Up
In the news
NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope
helped an international team of
astronomers find that an unusual
object in the asteroid belt is, in
fact, two asteroids orbiting each
other that have comet-like
features. These include a bright
halo of material and a long tail of
dust. Hubble was used to image
the asteroid, designated 300163
(2006 VW139), in September
2016 just before the asteroid
made its closest approach to the
Sun. Hubble’s crisp images
revealed that it was actually not
one, but two asteroids of almost
the same mass and size, orbiting
each other at a distance of 60
miles.

Comet or asteroid? Hubble discovers
that a unique object is a binary

What’s Up
In the news

Gravitational waves from a binary black hole merger
observed by LIGO and Virgo

The LIGO Scientific
Collaboration and the Virgo
collaboration report the first
joint detection of gravitational
waves with both the LIGO and
Virgo detectors. This is the
fourth announced detection of
a binary black hole system and
the first significant
gravitational-wave signal
recorded by the Virgo
detector, and highlights the
scientific potential of a threedetector network of
gravitational-wave detectors.
The three-detector observation was made on August 14th 2017, at 10:30:43 UTC. The two Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) detectors, located in Livingston, Louisiana, and
Hanford, Washington, and funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF), and the Virgo detector,
located near Pisa, Italy, detected a transient gravitational-wave signal produced by the coalescence of
two stellar mass black holes.
The three reference points allow for much better localisation of the Gravitational wave source

What’s Up JWST launch slips to early 2019
In the news
Extra testing of the James Webb Space
Telescope and delays in assembling the
powerful observatory will push back
the $10 billion mission’s launch by at
least six months to early 2019, officials
announced last week as the telescope
successfully completed an extensive
performance test inside a cryogenic
vacuum chamber in Houston.
NASA ordered the launch delay to
keep ground teams from rushing to
ready JWST for its previous launch
date in October 2018. Assembly of the
spacecraft at Northrop Grumman’s
facility in Redondo Beach, California,
ran behind schedule the last few
months, consuming most of the
remaining slack in the schedule leading
up to the launch opportunity next
October.

What’s Up
Next Meeting

Thursday 2nd November
Prof Martin Barstow
Pro-Vice-Chancellor & Head of College, College of Science &
Engineering, University of Leicester.
President, Royal Astronomical Society (2014-2016)

Diamonds in the Sky – The Importance of White Dwarfs in Modern
Astrophysics
While it is more than 150 years since the first known white dwarf, Sirius B, was discovered, these stars remain enigmatic objects. They
are implicated in Type Ia supernova explosions and the population can be used to place limits on the age of the Galaxy. In recent years
new surprises have emerged, suggesting that white dwarfs are accreting the remnants of their ancient planetary systems. These stars
might also be used to probe the fundamental physics of the cosmos. This talk will discuss the history of the the discovery of white
dwarfs leading to these latest discoveries.

